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Cold Holding Overview
• Current Status

• Position Statement Recap

• Embargo Authority

• Gaining Long-Term Compliance

• Scenario and Discussion

• Questions/County Concerns
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Cold Holding – Current Status?
• The next several slides are gauging where we are as a state with 

addressing cold holding.

• Your answers are anonymous and are appreciated.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask audience to participate by asking questions on slide
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Cold Holding – Current Status

Have all of your type IV 
establishments been inspected at 
least once since the beginning of 
2019?

A. Yes
B. No

Presenter
Presentation Notes
**Inspections for type I establishments may not have been needed yet. - Make sure to say inspections since 2019We hope that the majority of counties have been to all of their establishments this year.
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Cold Holding – Current Status

In your opinion, has there been an increase in 
cold holding violations in your county?

A. Yes
B. No
C. Not sure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Participants probably have not researched this question – this should be an opinion-based answerGenerally, after talking with State staff, we haven’t heard much concern with the change. Regional can talk about their personal experiences so far this year.
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Cold Holding – Current Status

Are you comfortable with gaining cold holding 
compliance during the inspection?

A. Yes; I feel I have the tools necessary to gain 
compliance

B. No; I am consistently confused on how to 
correct a cold holding violation, especially 
when foods are 42°-45°F

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Opinion-based question to spark discussionAsk follow-up questions about how the group has gained compliance. Are they clear on how to handle foods that are found 42°-45°F.
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Cold Holding – Current Status

In your opinion, how difficult has it been to 
gain compliance?

A. Difficult; establishments are hesitant to change 
B. Moderately difficult; some establishments have 

embraced the change and others have not
C. Not difficult; generally establishments want to 

comply

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Opinion-based question to spark discussionAsk follow-up questions about how the group has enacted change. How do they handle problems in the field? Listen to their thoughts and recognize we will discuss remedies in the next few slides.
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Implementation of 41°F Cold Holding PS
• Foods > 45°F – treat same as before
• Foods 42°F – 45°F;

• 1st inspection on or after January 1, 2019 – OUT and 0 points
• Improper cold holding may affect cooling, date marking, TPHC, etc.
• After 1st inspection, points will be assessed according to .2661(e)

• No permit action or embargo authority for cold holding violations 
with foods 42°F-45°F
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
1st inspection not 1st incidence, but will leave that up to counties.State staff have reviewed documentation where points were taken the first inspection and where points have yet to be taken. Follow .2661 (e) which includes assessing the recurring nature and gaining correctionREHS must ask questions to understand how refrigeration temperatures affect other items such as cooling, date marking and TPHCPermit action should not be taken unless several violations are recurring due to improper refrigeration; Embargo will be discussed more next 
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Embargo Authority
• Part of our tool belt when gaining compliance
• What is Embargo?

• Authority of Health Director or Regional to detain food or drink that is adulterated or 
misbranded and that is not voluntarily discarded by the establishment

• Adulteration (§106-129), Misbranded (§106-130), and Embargo (§130A-21) are all 
defined in NCDA law

• Can the REHS ask/require improperly cold held products to be discarded?
• Above 45°F for significant time – yes
• 42°F – 45°F: yes/no 

• Asking/recommending* discarding can be effective for compliance and is warranted based on 
the FDA Food Code 

• *If the establishment refuses to discard food, embargo cannot be enacted unless it is shown to 
be adulterated in accordance with §106-129
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Voluntary disposal is part of the embargo process. Be careful when filling out voluntary disposal forms to make sure the products are truly adulterated.-Asking for discard to gain compliance of cold held foods 42°F – 45°F may be effective and is based on food safety principles of the FDA Food Code, but it will not result in embargo unless it is determined to be adulterated from something besides temperature abuse at 42°F – 45°F . * Use wording like “I recommend you discard this food due to…”

https://www.ncleg.gov/EnactedLegislation/Statutes/PDF/BySection/Chapter_106/GS_106-129.pdf
https://www.ncleg.gov/EnactedLegislation/Statutes/PDF/BySection/Chapter_106/GS_106-130.pdf
https://www.ncleg.gov/EnactedLegislation/Statutes/PDF/BySection/Chapter_130A/GS_130A-21.pdf
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How to gain long-term compliance?
• Effectively determine the cause of the problem
• Emphasize importance of refrigeration temperatures for compliance  

• Ask for a refrigeration technician to come out if necessary
• Educate operators about temperature requirements & safety concerns

• Develop AMC by asking specific questions to the PIC
• Help develop monitoring (through SOPs, RCPs, etc.)
• Follow-up with the establishment
• Offer variance options if necessary (no applications have been 

received by variance committee)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Must make sure we know what the problem is first. Is it truly a cold holding problem? Is it a cooling problem? Why is it a cooling problem (from hot, ambient, after preparation)? If cold holding, why? Over-stacking, blocking air flow, temperature setting appropriate, repair issue? If it is a repair issue and the temperature is 42°F-45°F, then don’t hesitate to ask for a refrigeration technician to come out during the inspection (common to do this in the past when temps were above 45°F) – treat the same. Help establishment develop their monitoring (2017 FC PIC duties requires more monitoring – it is coming). Make follow-up visits. Offer variances to those operators that are struggling but want to do the right thing (may buy them some time)
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Cold Holding Scenario & Discussion
During an inspection, you find half of the product temperatures within a large 
sandwich preparation unit to be 42°F – 45°F. The rest are ≤ 41°F.  How do 
you approach the situation?

• Check the ambient temperature of the refrigerator in different areas.
• Make observations of how food is stored (over-stacking?, double pans?, 

blocked air flow on one side of the unit?)
• Ask where the products came from (another refrigerator?)
• Look to see if there is a date on the food (made today, another day?)
• Ask if the products were just prepared (produce washed and cut?, deli meats 

recently sliced, deli salads recently prepared, proteins recently cooked & 
cooled)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Checking the ambient temperature could indicate the unit is starting to warm up and the products may be warming up due to the equipment.Over-stacking, double panning, and blocking air flow can lead to products warming up.If the equipment is at the right temperature and the products are in appropriate portions and storage, find out if the product recently came from another refrigerator. The other refrigerator may be the culprit and this product is trying to cooling back down.Checking the date on the product can let you know how to ask questions about the preparation of the food. Today’s date usually would indicate a possible cooling issue. Just because it has a older date, doesn’t mean additional preparation was not done.Ask how the product was handled today – what has led to the improper temperature?
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Cold Holding Scenario & Discussion
How do you approach correcting the following possibilities to the previous 
scenario?

• Ambient temperature of the refrigerator and other refrigerators were 38°F 
and had free air flow. 

1. Products were found over-stacked.
2. No over-stacking; foods were prepared 2 hours ago
3. No over-stacking; foods were prepared 6 hours ago

• Ambient temperature of the refrigerator was 38°F and had free air flow.
4. Products were not prepared today but were stocked from WIC 6 hours ago.

• WIC is found with an ambient air temperature of 42°F
• Ambient temperature of the refrigerator was 41°F and had free air flow.

5. Products were not prepared today, but were stocked from WIC (operating at 38°F)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaker: This slide is numbered with 5 different possibilities that could happen (sure there are infinitely more…) Remember all of these are based on finding these products 42°F-45°FMove product to another cooler to properly cool down. Restock with appropriate portions below the fill line of the container. Discuss establishment’s policies.Move product to another cooler to properly cool down. Discuss establishment’s policies.Same as #2 – Discuss establishment’s policies; suggest discard if product is improperly cooled through time frame; if establishment refuses – move to another location to rapidly coolTriage foods and understand volume magnitude of situation – Ask/recommend discard of products when risk is high, especially those over 4 days. Can use CFP emergency guidance document as resource for when to ask for discard or when to cool down foods. Must understand embargo authority in case establishment refuses. Request a refrigeration technician be called on-site during inspection (making importance of situation known). Follow-up if necessaryAsk PIC to address temperature setting on unit, keep lids closed more often, use smaller portions more often, request a refrigeration technician if it cannot be adjusted, suggest using an alternate refrigerator or TPHC, follow-up if necessary
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Questions?
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